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Build an Effective Community to Build Effective
Advocacy
By Matt Rothman

When I started my first job out of college, I needed to build an advocacy network. I started by
attending networking events and conferences to meet others in my community. Building mailing lists,
crafting faxes and letters for advocates to send, and organizing meetings consumed my schedule. I
handed out a ton of business cards and made valuable connections that I still maintain today. Back
then it was all about being social in person and email served only to help us stay in touch. Today, being
social means I’m constantly connected online and active with social media.
We live in an online world where social media has replaced the advocacy and community building
strategies of the past. Social media is a very powerful tool, and if your organization isn’t using it
effectively, you’re being left behind. The opportunity and the tools are there, but building an effective
advocacy community takes time and effort. Here are a few keys to building a great community
leveraging Social Media:


Content – Good content focuses on the needs and interests of the community. Better content is
about the community itself. The best content is created by the community. Any content you
create should invite the community to discuss their issues, their way. You’ll be rewarded with
quality content created by the community that you can use to grow.



Consistency – Being consistent can be tough. To be successful you need to post regularly and
often. That means having content, which is why engaging your community to create and not
just consume content is so important. You can only be consistent if you have something to say,
and listening to your community is the best way to know that.



Engage – You must engage outside your community. Having a closed approach will doom your
social media strategy to failure. To be successful in social media you must engage with other
people and communities. This might run counter to what you’ve done before but openness is
the core of social media.



Promote – Be willing to promote others and enable them to promote your work. Building a
successful advocacy community is a give and take process. Promote someone else’s blog or
post, and they will do the same for you sometime in the future. These online relationships can
help drive the growth of your community, so make some friends on these social media
platforms.



Feature – Bring in an outside perspective by featuring guests on your posts. Adding respected

outside sources increases your credibility and exposes your community to the wider world. A
good guest post will link back to your community in meaningful and unexpected ways to inspire
your advocates.
After content, the engagement and outside sharing pieces are likely the biggest challenges for an
advocacy community. We all want to keep the focus on our issues and to build a dedicated
following. Social media doesn’t work that way. Just as we all have friends outside our jobs and across
other walks of life, social media crosses barriers and to be truly successful we have to be willing to
cross with it. By engaging as widely as possible and participating in vast conversations we’ll reach a
larger audience and grow our reach to unexpected places.

Consider and Coordinate Various Media
Successful campaigns will likely mix and coordinate media in a comprehensive communications
effort...Lobbyists tend to under-develop and under-promote email and web strategies for getting the
word out on legislative issues to policymakers, the public, and the press. Make your web site Hillfriendly and press-friendly, and promote useful legislative web resources through your media and
legislative appearances.
Associations find good press to be an excellent way of gratifying their members, and communicating
that they are making a difference on their behalf. But is your message geared for your supporters only
or should your target audience include those who are not already decided on your issue? How can you
best connect with all of your target audiences?
Think of new ways to determine the best strategies to connect with your key demographic groups for
the issue. Former President Clinton's administration adopted a "Redbook" strategy because he wanted
to reach the population of women who typically read Redbook magazine.
All advocates must consider new media approaches, because younger citizens more frequently receive
their news from cell phones, PDAs, and Podcasts. The dynamics of the younger generation also
suggest that direct electronic engagement by asking them what they think through electronically based
venues such as blogging can be important for their engagement.
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Interesting Links - Social Media & Advocacy
TechImpact - 20 Insightful Nonprofit Technology And Social Media Stats
Academia.Edu - Tweeting Social Change: How Social Media are Changing Nonprofit Advocacy
Nonprofit Quarterly - 8 Tips on the Effective Use of Social Media for Social Good
Hubspot - The Nonprofits Guide to Better Social Media Marketing Through Employees
FrogLoop - Is Your Nonprofit Spending Enough Money on Digital?
Community Tool Box - Using Social Media for Digital Advocacy

